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Abstract: The medical image segmentation is a complex and stimulating task due to the distinct features of the images. To detect the brain tumour, it is
one of the applications for brain image segmentation which is required and also pre-processing stage will be added to increase the detection accuracy.
The segmentation for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of brain is a difficult task due to the high quality of images, anatomi cal structures of the brain
and complexity of tumors. In the field of medical imaging several researchers have made many algorithms in the field of tumor segmentation. This
research work is comparing the results of Genetic algorithm (GA) with segmentation technique of Particle Swam Optimization (PSO) and segmentation
technique of Particle Swam Optimization (PSO)With Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO). Using these three selected features, the accuracy
of the dataset collected has been evaluated and the results are discussed, from these the paper. We compare these results wit h the Genetic Algorithm
with PSO and PSO with DPSO algorithms, which are widely, used technique in the medical image analysis. The future work is measuring the size of the
predicted tumor region, which provides more accuracy to the algorithms.
Index terms: Brain tumour, Magnetic Resonance image (MRI), Pre-Processing; Genetic algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, Dwained Particle
Swarm Optimization
————————————————————

1.INTRODUCTION
Brain. Tumor is caused. when. Abnormal cells are grown
within. the brain which grows rapidly. There are two. types
of tumors are present in brain, Cancerous. tumors. and.
Benign. tumors. Tumour symptoms which may. occur. that.
Vary from time to time depends. on. the. part of. the brain.
Which symptoms. causes side effects like headache,
vomiting’s etc. The symptoms are. depends on the. size
parameters. growth percentage. To cure this brain tumour
the surgery must be done, and which is complicated our
goal is to remove the cancer cells without causing any side
effects to the healthy parts of the brain.
Some other
tumors may be in a parameter that limits how much tumor
can be cleaned. Even partial removal of brain cancer can
be beneficial. While doing brain surgery the infection and
bleeding are occurs. Dangerous tumors cells are removed
from brain by surgically which is very complicated [ 1-2]. An
exam is conducted for checking your eye contact, ear
drums, balance, strength and reflexes. more complex in
many sites which provide logical clues to the brain will
affected by a brain tumor.
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A tiny piece of the tumor is obtained in time period of biopsy
and which locate the tumor cells. It also determines whether
the cancer cells are originated.it can cause diseases like
breaks and fractures the bones. specific X-rays can specify
it. These X-rays can also give calcium and which gives
blood to your bloodstream if the cancer was moved to
your bones it will affect the bones also an MRI is varies
from a CT scan because it not use radiation, and it
generally provides much more detailed pictures of the
structures of brain images [3-4]. An MRI machine uses a
powerful magnet and radio waves which is connected to a
monitor to clear and detailed across sectional images. An
MRI can help and evaluate the function as a well as the
structure and image of brain soft tissue, more detailed with
MRI imaging methods. It is in which data point can relates
to more than other. Brain tumour can detect various
methods like thresholding, K-means, fuzzy means,
Clustering etc. In our paper we are using Genetical
algorithm (GA), Segmentation using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Dwained Particle swarm Optimization
(DPSO). We are going to compare the results of GA with
PSO and PSO with DPSO which gives the best result with
time and accurate images.

2.RELATED WORK
In previous papers the brain tumour had been detected by
using various methods like thresholding, k means, fuzzy c
means, Clustering etc. In our paper we are using Genetic
algorithm(GA),Segmentation
using
Particle
Swarm
Optimization (PSO),Dwained Particle swarm Optimization
(DPSO) .We are going to compare the results of GA with
PSO and PSO with DPSO which gives the better result to
detect the brain tumour of segmentation with optimization.
When we compare the results of the 3 methods is to detect
the tumour with accurately [5]. Genetic algorithm, PSO and
DPSO techniques are used to detect segment automatically
for MR images and further categorize segmented tumor.
The proposed approach consists of 4 steps: i) In the first
step Pre-processing the images are used. ii) in the second
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step a region-based segmentation with optimization is done
using GA, PSO, DPSO to categorize tumor affected and
brain tumor images. The execution time, dice coefficient,
Jaccard index, SSIM values of 3 techniques are analysed
and compared. John Holland et.al. researched about the
Genetic algorithm, PSO, DPSO by incorporating a
regularization term to impact membership updating via

guidance data. For the sake of practicality, in this paper, we
only use GA of standard model to include the guidance
information. And only the PSO is used to enhance the basic
model [6]. The paper is structured as follows: descriptions
of the algorithms are provided in Section 3, results and
discussion given in section 4, finally conclusions and
comments
are
presented
in
Section
5

3.METHODOLOGY

reproducing the modern solutions in 4th stage crossover
process, two chromosomes which are selected and
interchanged the genes by some point. In final stage
mutation process a gene is picked randomly and value is
changes. In last stage of termination of the iteration is
completed when we met a certain criterion. The last stage
is done when iterations are terminated [10-11]

In this paper, the techniques were executed of the human
brain with brain tumor. The images have the size of 256
lines and 256 pixels per line. The images were preprocessed with GA, PSO The images were pre-processed
with GA, PSO and DPSO algorithms first, and then the
image was compared which detects the tumour accurately
INPUT MRI BRAIN IMAGES

PRE-PROCESSING (Skull Stripping
and De Noising)

OPTIMIZATION (GA, PSO, &DPSO)
SEGMENTED TUMOUR IMAGE

Fig:1 Flow chart for proposed methodology
3.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing is a method which operates the images at
the low level for abstraction of input and output to intensity
images.it is a process which improves the image data that
suppresses unwanted data or enhances some image
features which plays a key role for further processing. To
achieve more accurate brain tumor segmentation results of
pre-processing process will be applied to the input MRI of
brain images before segmentation. The brain images of
MRI tumor has more intensity level when compared [7-9].
3.2 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
It is a natural and which is inspired by Meta heuristic
algorithm. In GA each solution has a chromosome which
represents and having built up from genes. The solutions
which are having good results with iterations will be
selected and bad results having less iterations will be
rejected. The algorithm will iterate the solutions which are
improved up to a maximum where a converge to near
optimal solution is successesGA consists five stages of
segmentation there are 1. initialization of data sets, 2.
fitness function value,
3. selection, 4. crossover,
5. mutation and termination.in first the Initial population is
selected randomly and can be done by setting genes to
random values and variables. After the initialization
process, fitness function of each chromosome is evaluated.
In the third stage, which is selection process, the fittest
count in the current population are appointed for

3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is an optimization technique which is inspired by the
behaviour of animals for living or moving in a group such
as birds flying together .It is based upon the collaboration of
individuals where swarm is aware of position and
parameters because of nearer values of neighbouring
.swarm particles adjusts it behaviour based upon its
experience on which is neighbour to build a solution to a
problem. Even simple path rules of the particles can
gradually meet at a point towards the solution of the issue
[12-13]. Generally, swarm particle has its own position at
the time of the space for each possible solutions and
velocity changes with respect to time. The velocity v(id) is
influenced with best position (Pbest&, Gbest). The positions
are measured with the values of fitness function of
optimization technique.
1) Initialize swarm particle for I values
2) The fitness value of swarm particle is measured the
values
3) Whether the fitness value is more accurate than the best
fitness value (Pbest) then assign it as the new Gbest value
4) particle with best fitness value which is assign as the
Gbest value has been selected
5) For every swarm particle measure the particle velocity
according to the formula

6) Update the particle position according to the values.
3.4 Dwained Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO)
This method is used for the recognition and segmentation
of swelling or unnecessary cells from MRI images. DPSO
will pass through space to recognise an optimal solution by
communicating with splitting the information with neighbour
particles and enumerating the neighbourhood best [9]. Each
action of the process where the entire swarm is updated in
global best solution which is obtained. By taking this data
as particles found the locality of the seek out area where
triumph was not only obtained but also trained by these
accuracies. In every action of the algorithm, a fitness
function value is used to measure the particle. To figure out
the swarm in a multidimensional space in each particle will
travel along the arrangement of x(n) and velocity v(n)
1183
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values which are in required to the local best~x(n) and
neighborhood~n(t) global best value ~g(t) value [14-16].
The DPSO algorithm:
By initializing the swarm particles (x(n), v(n)~x(n), ~n(t),
~g(t))
Loop:
1.Intiliaze swarm particles for i
2. The fitness of each particle of velocity and also position.
3.V(n) for i+1 =W*v(n)+p1*x1(~g(n)-x(n)) +p2*x2(~x(n)4.x(n)) +p3*x3(~n(t)-x(n))
5.X(n) for i+1 =x(n)+v(n)for i+1
6.Renew ~x(n), ~n(n)&~g(n)
7.Renew v(n)&x(n)
8.If swarm particle is enhanced then
9.Hold the best swarm particle and lengthen the life span
10.else
11.remove the infected swarm cell and increase the life
span
12end
13.until continue the life span of swarm.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the first stage we have applied the pre-processing
method of segmentation with optimization to remove the
noise, skull stripping and to increase the contrast of the
input images. The table describes that first input MRI
images are pre-processed, and the genetic algorithm is
applied for the images and increases the contrast further
the pre-processed images are applied to the PSO and
DPSO algorithms of segmentation with optimization to
detect the tumour
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TABLE-3
PERFORMANCE METRICS OF DPSO

After that, In the PSO algorithm is better than the GA. In the
GA algorithm dice coefficient value is 0.81 Jaccard index
value is 0.78, SSIM value is 0.86, execution time
is89.82sec. So, the values are greater than the PSO. At
last, In the DPSO algorithm is much better than the PSO
and Genetic algorithm. In DPSO algorithm the dice
coefficient value is 0.98, Jaccard index value is 1, SSIM
value is 0.97 and execution time is 41.25sec. when
compared to PSO the values are more and execution time
is less. Among the PSO and GA these values are less.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the input MRI images of the brain are preprocessed and converted into normal tissues and detected
tumor-infected tissue. At present whatever the algorithms
we used will detect the brain tumour. Now we have
compared the three methods of algorithms of which we
have worked. We used a Genetic algorithm, PSO technique
to improve the skull stripping performance. In this final
image segmentation is performed over GA and segmented
based optimization on PSO and DPSO of MRI brain tumor
images with the intent for the identification of the brain
tumors. Brain tumor images with original size is used in the
paper. The performance metrics of DPSO algorithm will
give the accurate values when compared with PSO
algorithm. The performance metrics of PSO algorithm will
give the accurate values when compared with GA
algorithm. In these 3 methods the DPSO values are more
accurate to detect the segmented tumour within less time.
due to the less accuracy results of GA and PSO algorithms
was less performance on the MRI images DPSO algorithm
accomplish the best performance than other methods due
to accuracy. Therefore, it can be concluded that the with
DPSO work effectively with the GA and PSO algorithms to
detect the segmentation of optimized brain tumour.
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